Women’s Thursday Bible Class
God’s Distinctive Calling for Women 2022
Lesson four: the Curriculum in Titus 2:3-5,11
Review - definition of spiritual mothering
Titus 2:3-5
Older women likewise are to be reverent in their behavior, not malicious gossips, nor enslaved to much wine, teaching
what is good , (so) that they may train( encourage, admonish) the young women to love their husbands, to love
their children, to be sensible ( self- controlled, discreet, sober) , pure, workers at home ( keepers), kind,
being submissive to their own husbands( subject to,obedient to) (so) that the Word of God may not be maligned.

What were the qualities of a mature woman that equip her to be able to encourage and equip others ?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reverent - guarding her temple
Not a _______________( tongue control) - broad usage
Not addicted to __________ ___________ (affections, appetites control)
Teaching what is ___________…so can ______________

Emphasis being on her spiritual qualities - gripped by right reason, sound judgment, self-controlled - so combo of spiritual
maturity and life experiences
Much deeper than just behavioral.
Not talking about being a theologian or a super saint
BUT time with the Lord, daily is essential !
Handout Titus 2:3-5; 11-14
*Read Col. 3:1-4:6
Note the connections with our passage
PRAYER
Unique female design by God for the capacity of helping, nurturing ( mothering)
What good things is she to have in the elements of the training, discipling that she wants to communicate? 7 are mentioned ,
under the 3 headings of:
I. LOVE
II. RELATIONSHIPS
III. CONDUCT
Because we are in union with Christ, rooted in Him, we are freed to live with humility and kindness, considering the needs of
others before our own.
Col. 3:5-7
I. LOVE
Rom. 5:8 ; Eph. 5:2 and Col. 3:14, Jesus’ sum of God’s commandment, John 13:34-35 and Mark 12:29; I Cor. 13:1-7. Not
what we are like on our best days but when under pressure
We are often guilty of applauding the lofty verses, but not applying them!!!!
So to love husband and children. - our nearest neighbors!!!!!!!
II. RELATIONSHIPS “ Our relationship with Christ shapes our relationship with others.”
Characterized by a posture of being of a sober mind ( sensible) and of purity
What is our posture toward temptation?
Eph. 4: 17-32

III. CONDUCT
Characterized by being a home lover, word used of a guard or keeper, so like a home guard!
Also kindness. Col. 3:12-13. Prov. 31: 20,26
Coupled with compassion- “ Compassion notices others.”
All these are interwoven and intertwined but possible held together by the twine of #7 SUBMISSION , here to her own
husband. ( not all men)





to place oneself under the authority of husband in the economy of the home- how it works out
Not an equality, inferiority battle
Wife is a completer, not a competitor to her own husband
Who are you? You are not your own, you belong to Christ!

Pertinent verses: what authority is to be submitted to?
Heb. 12:9
Heb. 13:17
Rom.13:1
Eph. 5:21
Eph. 5: 22 ,6:4
Lastly look up Phil. 2:4-8 and Luke 22:42
Breakup into discussion groups.
Next week: go back and read passages from today. Reflect especially on Col. 3.
Do you have relationships with women of various ages.?
If you have the book Spiritual Mothering by Susan Hunt, read chapter 5 entitled “a nurturing relationship”. We will begin
to focus on how to’s.
Reflect on the passage John 13.

Lesson Four Discussion Questions (see handout of scenarios to consider )
1. The next lessons will develop more of the “ how to’s to do this”, but we are going to read some scenarios to
challenge us to see how the curriculum ( 7 elements of the training) can be applied - how the perspective of an
older woman can give valuable insight to help a younger one walk more obediently.
Look on the handout.
1. What are the common objections in our culture and perhaps in our own minds ,raised to the ‘power keg ‘ topic of
submission?

